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How to MATLAB @ UWaterloo

I https://uwaterloo.ca/information-systems-technology/news/expanding-campus-license-matlab

I https://uwaterloo.ca/coronavirus/news/matlab-programming

To download or use MATLAB online:

1. Go to University of Waterloo’s MATLAB Portal.

2. Click ‘Sign in to get started’ under the Get MATLAB and Simulink section.

2.1 If you have an existing MathWorks account (set up with your uwaterloo email), use your
uwaterloo email to log in.

2.2 If you do not have an existing MathWorks set up with uwaterloo email, create an account
using your uwaterloo email.

3. Set up your account, link to UWaterloo MATLAB license and:
I Download and activate MATLAB on your computer.
I Use MATLAB Online from a Web browser without installation.
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https://uwaterloo.ca/information-systems-technology/news/expanding-campus-license-matlab
https://uwaterloo.ca/coronavirus/news/matlab-programming
https://nl.mathworks.com/academia/tah-portal/university-of-waterloo-31483447.html


Linear programming
I The MATLAB code x = linprog(f,A,b) solves

min
x

f>x s.t. Ax ≤ b

I Example: solve

max
x1,x2

x2 s.t. x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0, x1 − x2 ≥ 0, x1 + x2 ≤ 1

I Solution: first turn it into canonical form

f =

[
0
−1

]
, A =


−1 0
0 −1
−1 1
1 1

 , b =


0
0
0
1
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Correct (note the optimal value is negative of our original problem). 4 / 12



Learn more about MATLAB linprog
I Type

help linprog

for more information.

I Or visit https://www.mathworks.com/help/optim/ug/linprog.html

I NOTE: the interior-point (the default) algorithm of linprog uses a

primal-dual method. Both the primal problem and the dual problem must

be feasible for convergence. Infeasibility messages of either the

primal or dual, or both, are given as appropriate.

The primal problem in standard form is

min f’*x such that A*x = b, x >= 0.

The dual problem is

max b’*y such that A’*y + s = f, s >= 0.
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https://www.mathworks.com/help/optim/ug/linprog.html


A good habit of calling library code:

I Always call exitflag

I Question: why MATLAB uses “dual-simplex” method here?
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Linear integer program
I x = intlinprog(f,I,A,b) solves

min
x

f>x s.t. xI ∈ N, Ax ≤ b
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More on linprog

Learn more on https://www.mathworks.com/help/optim/ug/linprog.html
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https://www.mathworks.com/help/optim/ug/linprog.html


Other programs

I Quadratic program: x = quadprog(H,f,A,b) attempts to solve the quadratic
programming problem:

min
x

1

2
x>Hx+ f>x s.t. Ax ≤ b.

I What about semidefinte program and polynomial program?
You need to download external package or write your own code.

I What’s now: finish assignment 4.
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Study these pages

I https://www.mathworks.com/help/optim/ug/linprog.html

I https://www.mathworks.com/help/optim/ug/intlinprog.html

I https://www.mathworks.com/help/optim/ug/quadprog.html
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https://www.mathworks.com/help/optim/ug/linprog.html
https://www.mathworks.com/help/optim/ug/intlinprog.html
https://www.mathworks.com/help/optim/ug/quadprog.html


What is the main difficulty of using MATLAB?

I It is not on coding but your mathematical modelling skills

I For example: the MATLAB code x = linprog(f,A,b) solves

min
x

f>x s.t. Ax ≤ b

What if your problem is
min
x
‖f>x‖1 s.t.Ax ≤ b

which is not LP in its original form?

I How to solve such problem: re-formulate it as LP!

Now what: `p-norm minimization problems.
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https://angms.science/doc/teaching/CO327/norms.pdf


What’s next section: theory time !

NOTE: the interior-point (the default) algorithm of linprog uses a

primal-dual method. Both the primal problem and the dual problem must be

feasible for convergence. Infeasibility messages of either the primal or

dual, or both, are given as appropriate.

The primal problem in standard form is

min f’*x such that A*x = b, x >= 0.

The dual problem is

max b’*y such that A’*y + s = f, s >= 0.
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